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Graphic Files

breaking
the code
Formatting for lnternet and Print

W

hen it comes to getting
your graphics out there
– navigating the ins and
outs of formats, resolutions, color maps, pixels,
halftones, overlays – are you swimming
in an alphabet soup of PPI, JPG, TIF,
RGB, CMYK, PMS, LPI, PDF?
Relax, it all makes sense – and in
terms of your final product, it makes all
the difference.
Using the proper file format, resolution, and color system will give your job
a professional look, not blurry or with
graphic elements missing.
The first question is simple: are you
working online or on paper? Graphic file
formats for the Internet and for printing
are totally different animals. Let’s break
down the code.

resolution is limited onscreen, so images with a higher pixel count will generate large, unwieldy files that take forever
to download. And you don’t want that.
And, all Internet graphics are limited
to a special palette of 256 RGB colors.
To use a photo on your website or in
an email, the JPG file format works best.
JPG file sizes are very small and compatible with nearly every graphical browser.
Use the JPEG format for photos or other
images whose color mixture is complex.
Whereas the GIF format is better
for images with a few distinct colors and
sharp-edged graphics (logos, menus and
slogan buttons). A special GIF89a file
format lets you make the background
transparent, to avoid a white rectangle
behind the picture.

Graphics for the Internet

Now, graphics for printing (a business card, a direct mail piece, a magazine
ad) require much higher resolution than
for simple Internet viewing. If you try using a low-resolution graphic (e.g., a logo
copied from a website) on a printed piece,
you’ll get a fuzzy, jagged “bitmapped” image – or no image at all. You’ll hate it.
For printing, there are two types
of graphics: high-resolution raster, or

Like stained glass, online photos
radiate beautifully, with no white background to wash them out. On the Internet, low-resolution “raster” graphics are
typically used. These images are made
up of thousands of pixels (squares of
color). Internet browsers will read JPG
and GIF graphic files, optimally sized
at 72 PPI (pixels per inch). Physical
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Graphics for Printing

vector-based. “Raster” images (color
or grayscale digital photos and scans)
must be at least 300 PPI (pixels per
inch), and in either the TIF (Tagged
Image File) or EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) file format. When you scan blackand-white line art (images without any
shades of gray), it must be at least 1200
PPI. And please, create your file full-size
– if you enlarge a raster graphic later,
the pixels will also enlarge and become
more noticeable.
“Vector-based” graphics are made
of mathematically defined lines and
curves. They’re not made of pixels, so
these unique files can be scaled to any
size without losing their crisp, smooth
edges. Use a professional drawing program such as Adobe Illustrator to create
these types of graphics for printing, and
save them in the EPS format.

Color Ink Systems for Printing
Then there’s color. Color files for
printing can be specified with spot
color or CMYK inks. The Pantone
Matching System (PMS) inks are a
popular choice for spot color printing.
PMS comprises hundreds of shades,
with inks specially mixed and tinted.
Stationery items like letterheads and

envelopes are usually printed with one,
two or three PMS inks.
CMYK stands for Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow and Black inks. Printers use a
combination of these four inks in a dot
pattern, to create a wide spectrum of
colors. CMYK is what’s used in most
magazines, children’s books, and marketing materials. So for a full-color postcard, for example, save your artwork as
a file in the CMYK ink format.

Halftones and Lines Per Inch (LPI)
In graphics arts parlance, a photo
from your camera is termed a “continuous tone” image. For printing presses,
this continuous tone image must be
converted into a “halftone.” Halftones
used to be shot in a darkroom, by laying a
“screen” made of thousands of dots over
the photo and taking a “picture” of it.
Nowadays, with halftone screening
done on the computer, the screens vary
in density, with resolution calibrated in
lines per inch or LPI – how many dots
per linear inch the screen places on the
photo. The higher the LPI, the smoother
the shadings look.

Pixels Per Inch (PPI)
Pixels per inch is a unit of measure
for scanned images. A photo scanned at
a higher PPI will be broken into more
pixels, and the pixels will be smaller. This
combination provides a better resolution,
and therefore a higher quality of photo.
When you scan an image or shoot
a digital photo, set the PPI output size
at double the number of lines per inch
(LPI). It’s that simple. For example, if
you’re scanning a photo for an offset
printing press, your printer may tell you
it’ll be screened at 150 LPI. Based on this
information, you’ll need to scan your
photo at 300 PPI. If you scan an image at
too low a resolution, it may show pixilation, often referred to as “bitmapping.”

Resolution – Print vs. Website
When scanning an image or shooting a photo, how much resolution do
you need? That depends. If it’s for a
print job, how much smaller (or larger)
are you printing the picture, compared
to your original image? What output
method or device are you using? – laser,
inkjet, digital, offset printing? Define

these variables, to analyze your project.
Here are recommended resolution
levels for various purposes:
Output

Typical
LPI*

Resolution
(PPI)

Laser printer

50-75

100-150

Newspaper

85-100

170-200

Glossy, coated
magazine (brochures,

150-200

300-400

Uncoated paper

133-150

266-300

Websites

N/A**
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direct mail, postcards,
ads, posters)

(newsletters, stationery,
book text)

*Always ask your printer for the specific LPI.
**Websites have no LPI requirements.

Website graphics are more straightforward. Unlike printing, websites have
no LPI requirements. So you can keep
resolution fairly low, no higher than 72
PPI. Otherwise, your photo will take
a long time to download, which could
discourage traffic to your website.
Remember, avoid scanning a photo
that has already been printed, because
it has already been “screened” (converted to halftone). If you do, you won’t like
the blotchy results you’ll get.

format. To view and print PDF files,
Adobe Acrobat offers “Reader” software,
available for free at www.adobe.com.
To create high-resolution PDF files for
important print jobs, you’ll need to purchase the Adobe Acrobat software with
the Distiller module, approximately
$250. This software will create PDFs
that are “optimized for the press.”
So, now having done your PPI
and LPI analysis, you’re ready to
create a PDF, upload a TIF or a GIF,
or simply convert a PDF to a JPEG.
Get results that look professional –
once you crack the code, it’s not such
a foreign language. N
Karen Saunders is the owner of MacGraphics
Services, a unique graphic design firm for
today’s entrepreneur. Get your copy of her free
audio: Put the Bling Into Your Brand and free
eCourse: 5 Deadly Design Mistakes that Could
Kill a Sale and How to Avoid Them by visiting
http://www.macgraphics.net/FreeStuff.php. You
can also contact her at Karen@macgraphics.net.

Pre-press Software and PDFs
Use professional page layout programs such as Adobe InDesign, and
Quark Xpress, which are designed for
creating documents for printing. This
software can handle fonts, graphics, color
separations, and other essential pre-press
operations. By contrast, word processing
programs such as Microsoft Word are
designed to perform in an office setting,
but fall short in pre-press capability.
A PDF (Portable Document Format)
file is the most reliable, efficient way
to share documents across platforms –
Windows, Macintosh, or UNIX. The PDF
is like a final picture of your job – your
layout, content, fonts, and graphics are
locked in, and the file can be e-mailed,
viewed, and printed. This often proves
very helpful – many printing companies
can accept PDF files, even if they don’t
support whatever program you used to
create your project.
Adobe Acrobat is one of several
software applications that can convert
just about any type of file to the PDF
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